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About This Report

This report in brief summarizes key lessons from The Wallace Foundation’s University Principal Preparation Initiative (UPPI). From 2016 to 2021, seven university principal preparation programs, with their district and state partners, fundamentally reshaped their principal preparation programs under UPPI.

The RAND Corporation conducted a study of the effort. Initial implementation findings are reported in Launching a Principal Preparation Program: Partners Collaborate for Change (Wang et al., 2018; www.rand.org/t/RR2612), and findings on the state role in supporting change are reported in Using State-Level Policy Levers to Promote Principal Quality: Lessons from Seven States Partnering with Principal Preparation Programs and Districts (Gates, Woo, et al., 2020; www.rand.org/t/RRA413-1). Final findings are reported in a series of five reports:

- three reports targeting specific audiences:
  - principal preparation programs: Collaborating on University Principal Preparation Program Redesign: A Summary of Findings for University Principal Preparation Program Providers (Herman, Wang, and Gates, forthcoming)
  - school districts: District Partnerships with University Principal Preparation Programs: A Summary of Findings for School District Leaders (Wang, Gates, and Herman, forthcoming)
  - state education organizations: State Partnerships with University Principal Preparation Programs: A Summary of Findings for State Policymakers (Gates, Herman, and Wang, forthcoming)
- a report in brief reporting findings for a range of readers (this report)
- and a full report: Redesigning University Principal Preparation Programs: A Systemic Approach for Change and Sustainability—Full Report (Herman, Woo, et al., 2022; www.rand.org/t/RRA413-3). The full report is primarily intended as a secondary resource for readers who would like more detail about the study’s findings and methods.

This study was undertaken by RAND Education and Labor, a division of the RAND Corporation that conducts research on early childhood through postsecondary education programs, workforce development, and programs and policies affecting workers, entrepreneurship, and financial literacy and decisionmaking. The study was commissioned by The Wallace Foundation, which seeks to foster equity and improvements in learning and enrichment for young people and in the arts for everyone.

More information about RAND can be found at www.rand.org. Questions about this report should be directed to bherman@rand.org, and questions about RAND Education and Labor should be directed to educationandlabor@rand.org.
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The University Principal Preparation Initiative

The job of the school principal has become much more complex and demanding over the past several decades. Many university-based principal preparation programs (PPPs)—which prepare the majority of school principals—have struggled with how to make the fundamental changes needed to prepare principals for today’s schools. To test a path forward, The Wallace Foundation provided grants to seven universities and their partners to redesign their PPPs in line with research-supported practices. This report shares findings from the RAND Corporation’s five-year study of The Wallace Foundation’s University Principal Preparation Initiative (UPPI). Key findings, which suggest that significant change around research-based practices is possible, are presented in the box.

**Key Findings**

UPPI teams improved the coherence of the programs.

- Programs engaged with districts to make recruiting more collaborative and targeted.
- Universities improved program coherence by aligning curricula to frameworks and standards, sequencing the learning, and increasing practical learning experiences.
- Clinical experience became more authentic, intentional, and personalized.
- UPPI programs strengthened the use of cohorts.

The universities used partnerships and supports to conceptualize and carry out changes to the programs.

- Collaborative partners played an active role at all stages of the redesign process.
- Program self-assessments and the development of logic models or frameworks helped the team work together and kept the redesign process on track.
- There was no single way to sequence the redesign work.
- The partnerships evolved to support continued implementation.
- Continuous improvement was built into the redesign and implementation processes.
- Teams took steps to institutionalize the redesign features as well as the partnership and process of continuous improvement.

Partners took the UPPI testbed strategies beyond the UPPI program.

- Universities expanded the redesigned programs to include partnerships with additional districts.
- UPPI program redesigns extended changes along the pathway to the principalship.
- UPPI approaches informed programs across the state preparation system.
Background

Principals’ roles as instructional leaders have grown more important over time. Principals must know how to meet the needs of learners in an increasingly diverse population and address technology in schools (Farley, Childs, and Johnson, 2019; Richardson et al., 2016; Riehl, 2000). Driven in part by the publication of *A Nation at Risk* and the site-based management movement in the 1980s, principals have become more than just managers; they are change agents (Fullan, 2004; Goodwin, Cunningham, and Eagle, 2005; Tintoré et al., 2020). Federal policy under the two most recent reauthorizations of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (No Child Left Behind in 2001 and the Every Student Succeeds Act in 2015) has held districts—and, by extension, principals—accountable for improved student academic outcomes (Farley, Childs, and Johnson, 2019). Principals’ responsibilities now extend beyond academics. Social and policy changes, such as developing equitable conditions for learning and fostering social and emotional skills, are playing out in schools under the direction of school leaders. Despite the additional responsibilities, principals still spend much of their time on management (McBrayer et al., 2018), and additional responsibilities are layered on. Goodwin, Cunningham, and Eagle (2005) frames the change in the principal’s role as “an accumulation of expectations that have increased the complexity of the position” (pp. 1–2).

The lion’s share of preparing principals for these responsibilities falls on university-based PPPs (Briggs et al., 2013). Research has coalesced around qualities of “exemplary” PPPs: proactive recruitment of candidates into the programs; authentic learning opportunities for principal candidates; course content that is focused on developing instruction, personnel, and organizational features of the school; a cohort structure to provide collegial support; problem-based pedagogy; authentic clinical experiences; and experienced mentors or coaches (Darling-Hammond et al., forthcoming; Darling Hammond et al., 2007; Davis and Darling-Hammond, 2012; Orr and Pounder, 2010; Perrone and Tucker, 2019).1

Darling-Hammond et al. (2007) also identified program leadership, university-district partnerships, and financial support as facilitating conditions for exemplary programs. These elements are integrated into a coherent learning experience within and beyond the program itself to build principal candidates’ skills and knowledge (Darling-Hammond et al., 2007; Ikemoto, 2021; Larsen et al., 2016a, 2016b).

According to recent research, the curricula focus areas of strong preparation programs are now in use in many programs across the county; however, other features, such as authentic clinical experiences, active pedagogy, and mentoring, are less common (Darling-Hammond et al., forthcoming; Grissom, Mitani, and Woo, 2019; Hess and Kelly, 2007; Ni et al., 2016). Districts, programs, and principals themselves suggest that programs have room to grow

---

1 A landmark study commissioned by The Wallace Foundation, Darling-Hammond et al. (2007), was particularly instrumental in shaping UPPI. This study looked at four exemplary PPPs and four exemplary professional development (PD) programs for principals using interviews, surveys, document analysis, and observations. Subsequent research, including the update to the 2007 study (Darling-Hammond et al., forthcoming) reiterates the original findings with some expansion.
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In 2016, The Wallace Foundation announced a five-year initiative to transform how university programs prepare principals for their jobs. Seven universities and their district, state, and mentor program partners—programs that have been through redesign themselves—received grants through UPPI to take up the challenge of collaboratively redesigning their PPPs by drawing on research-based practices. Table 1 shows these institutions, along with their district or consortium and state partners and mentor programs. For more details about these institutions, including baseline descriptions, please consult Appendix A of Wang et al. (2018).

**TABLE 1**

**UPPI Universities and Partners**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>District or Consortium Partners</th>
<th>State Partner</th>
<th>Mentor Program(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Albany State University (ASU)</td>
<td>• Calhoun County • Dougherty County • Pelham City</td>
<td>• Georgia Professional Standards Commission&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>• Quality-Plus Leader Academy • The Leadership Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florida Atlantic University (FAU)</td>
<td>• Broward County • Palm Beach County • St. Lucie County</td>
<td>• Florida Department of Education</td>
<td>• University of Denver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina State University (NC State)</td>
<td>• Johnston County • Northeast Leadership Academy Consortium • Wake County</td>
<td>• North Carolina Department of Public Instruction</td>
<td>• University of Denver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Diego State University (SDSU)</td>
<td>• Chula Vista Elementary • San Diego City Unified • Sweetwater Union High</td>
<td>• California Commission on Teacher Credentialing</td>
<td>• University of Washington</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Connecticut (UCONN)</td>
<td>• Hartford • Meriden • New Haven</td>
<td>• Connecticut State Department of Education</td>
<td>• University of Illinois at Chicago • The Leadership Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia State University (VSU)</td>
<td>• Henrico County • Hopewell City • Sussex County</td>
<td>• Virginia Department of Education</td>
<td>• Quality-Plus Leader Academy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Kentucky University (WKU)</td>
<td>• Green River Regional Educational Cooperative, with representation from five member districts: • Bowling Green Independent • Daviess County • Owensboro Independent • Simpson County • Warren County</td>
<td>• Kentucky Education Professional Standards Board</td>
<td>• University of Illinois at Chicago</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> The Georgia Department of Education and the University System of Georgia also acted as informal partners by sharing learnings from UPPI across the state.
The RAND Corporation conducted a study of this initiative for The Wallace Foundation. This report summarizes what the seven sites were able to accomplish, their key processes, and their collective lessons learned in redesigning their programs and spreading change throughout their local and state contexts. This was not a study of specific programs; we focused on collective lessons across the seven sites. Neither was this an evaluation; we did not address the impact of the initiative on a set of outcomes (e.g., principal candidate skills, job attainment). Rather, we sought to document how seven universities and their partners redesigned PPPs and engaged in related activities to better prepare principals for today’s schools. The primary goal of the study was to provide ideas to other preparation programs, districts, and states that are on their own paths toward improving the preparation and development of principals.

Methodology

For this study, we completed more than 630 interviews, focus groups, and observations across the seven sites (e.g., with participants from the university programs, district partners, state partners, and mentor programs) from 2017 to 2021. We also administered the University Council for Educational Administration’s Initiative for Systemic Program Improvement through Research in Educational (INSPIRE) Leadership survey to participating university programs and seven within-state comparison universities not participating in UPPI; the director of the program (or their designee) reported on program features in spring 2019 and spring 2021.² For more information on this research, please see the report on which this brief report is based (Herman, Woo, et al., 2022), three companion reports—for university program leaders, district leaders, and state leaders (Herman, Wang, and Gates, forthcoming; Wang, Gates, and Herman, forthcoming; Gates, Herman, and Wang, forthcoming)—and two prior reports on UPPI (Wang et al., 2018; Gates et al., 2020).

We recognize that our analysis has limitations. Although we note changes and improvements in all of the UPPI programs, not all redesigned programs might be equally effective. Neither the foundational research we drew on that characterized features of high-quality PPPs (e.g., Darling-Hammond et al., 2007) nor our study elicited potential negative effects of applying these design features (for example, districts conceivably can take advantage of their role in selecting candidates to promote candidates who would not challenge their systems). Both the prior research and our study do not track potential unintended consequences of program features. However, we report such findings when they emerge from our analysis of open-ended questions.

Throughout this report, we use quantifiers to indicate the number of sites that engaged in a certain activity, expressed a certain idea, or discussed a certain theme. We use few or some

² Program graduates reported on their experiences in spring 2019, but follow-up interviews were precluded by the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic.
to mean fewer than half (i.e., 1–3 of the sites), most to mean more than half (i.e., 4–6 of the sites), and all to mean all (i.e., 7 of the 7 sites).

The University Principal Preparation Initiative: A systems approach

The Wallace Foundation’s vision for UPPI centers on the idea that principal preparation works in a system: a community of interacting people, institutions, and components that mutually support each other in pursuing the goal of preparing effective leaders for K–12 schools.

The components of a PPP operate within this system (see Figure 1). Program features include the following:

- active recruitment and selection of high-potential principal candidates with successful teaching experience and a focus on instructional improvement
- a coherent curriculum integrating theory and practice through active learning
- supervised clinical experiences using realistic leadership activities that are linked to coursework
- a cohort structure to support principal candidates
- a leader-tracking system providing continuous feedback for program improvement across the trajectory of principals’ careers.

FIGURE 1
The Principal Preparation System
Partnerships are a central feature of this system. Within each of these components, organizations with a stake in developing strong principals collaborate to strengthen programs across all phases: recruitment, instruction, clinical experience, and job performance. Districts help university programs identify and recruit the most promising candidates and offer input on curriculum content and sequencing. Districts also help programs with continuous performance improvement by tracking the performance of program graduates after they become principals. Mentor programs, which previously went through a similar redesign, support the work of the newly redesigned programs. State agency partners work to stimulate state-level policy changes (e.g., on leader standards, program accreditation, principal licensure) that broadly support systemic improvement of PPPs within the state.

The Wallace Foundation awarded grants to seven public universities from seven states to redesign their PPPs from the 2016–2017 school year through the 2020–2021 school year with the help of partner districts and state agencies that are responsible for licensing principal programs. UPPI programs are located in states with policies that support improved principal development and have district partners that serve a high-need population. All seven grantees are public universities, but they vary on other features. Some are located in urban areas, while some are in rural areas. Three are minority-serving institutions. Unlike prior studies, which focused on large universities and large urban school districts, The Wallace Foundation intentionally focused on small and medium-sized universities and school districts. Once selected, UPPI programs were able to select a mentor project from a roster of programs recommended by The Wallace Foundation.

As a group, the selected universities and their partners participated in a common process and had access to supports that defined UPPI. The processes and supports included the following:

- **Quality Measures (QM).** QM is a research-based program self-assessment tool and process; programs participated in QM multiple times as part of the grant (Education Development Center, 2018).
- **Logic model development.** Early on, each team developed a logic model that mapped program redesign features to its vision for quality program graduates.
- **Alignment to standards.** All programs aligned their redesign effort to existing national or state standards, including the Professional Standards for Education Leaders.
- **Mentor programs.** Each program selected a mentor program that had already gone through the redesign process to support its redesign effort.
- **Technical assistance providers.** UPPI teams had access to technical assistance providers that could help with specific tasks.
- **Professional learning communities (PLCs).** About twice a year throughout the initiative, The Wallace Foundation hosted cross-site, cross-role PLCs and additional role-specific PLCs.
In the sections that follow, we report on how UPPI programs redesigned and improved their PPPs to respond to the challenges that face today’s kindergarten through 12th grade (K–12) principals.

How did programs change?

We looked at program changes in four areas: recruitment and selection, curriculum and instruction, clinical experience, and use of cohorts. We also looked at progress on using data to improve programs. Table 2 summarizes the major changes we observed.

Programs engaged with districts to make recruitment more intentional and collaborative

UPPI program redesign resulted in three major shifts in the recruitment and selection processes: district engagement, targeted recruitment, and performance-based tasks.

District involvement in nominating and selecting applicants increased in UPPI programs from 2019 to 2021;3 comparison programs increased involvement only in nomination. On average, on the INSPIRE Leadership survey, UPPI programs rated district engagement in the selection process at 45.7 on a scale of 0 to 100 early in UPPI implementation; this number increased to 66.7 (21 points) later. In the same period, comparison programs raised their ratings of district engagement in the selection of applicants by a smaller amount, from 26.5 to 31.75 (about 5 points). Although comparison program engagement in nomination rose 26 points, while UPPI programs increased only 12 points, UPPI programs had higher ratings of district engagement in both nomination and selection both early and later in UPPI implementation.

UPPI district staff reported participating in candidate recruitment and assessment events or serving as selection committee members. Some districts led the first round of recruitment, actively encouraging promising candidates to apply. Some programs obtained district input by requiring that program applicants receive district endorsement. The districts reasoned that, by engaging in recruitment and selection, they improved the chances that the strongest candidates would participate in the program. In addition, districts reported believing that their involvement bolstered the likelihood of program graduates staying in the district and taking on a leadership role. Some program participants indeed believed that district involvement in recruitment and selection meant that they were more likely to secure a position in the district upon graduation.

Programs targeted recruitment to attract candidates with specific qualifications. Instead of generally recruiting applicants who met program prerequisites, programs

---

3 The INSPIRE Leadership survey was administered in 2019, several years after UPPI programs began the redesign work, so programs already might have made changes that are included in this "baseline."
recruited in more-targeted ways. As noted earlier, one primary way in which they did this was by involving districts. Programs asked districts to identify educators in good standing who would be excellent candidates and could benefit from a rigorous preparation program. Programs also purposefully recruited candidates whose career goals aligned with the district’s mission—for example, applicants seeking to be equity-driven leaders and applicants whose goal was to become a principal rather than to use the credential to get a salary bump in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2</th>
<th>Major Program Redesign Changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Before UPPI</strong></td>
<td><strong>After UPPI</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Recruitment and selection | • University-driven  
• General recruitment of applicants meeting prerequisites  
• Less involved selection process | • Active district engagement  
• Targeted recruitment  
• More rigorous and evidence-based selection process, involving performance-based tasks |
| Curriculum and instruction | • Stand-alone courses  
• Aligned to former standards  
• Courses delivered in any sequence  
• Stand-alone, based on distinct topics, with some redundancies  
• Greater focus on theory in instruction  
• Little to no input from districts  
• Lectures and discussions  
• Instructors were assigned to or assumed sole ownership of particular courses  
• Courses tended to be taught by university faculty, some without school or district administration experience | • More coherent curriculum  
• Aligned to current national or state standards  
• Intentionally sequenced courses that scaffold and build on each other  
• Courses are connected by topics and themes and sometimes by key assessments spanning courses  
• Greater focus on practice in instruction  
• Oriented toward practical application of concepts  
• Informed by district input and needs to ensure relevance  
• Used more-interactive, experiential learning strategies (e.g., role-play, simulations) and application of adult learning principles  
• Instructors collaborated on course development and course delivery  
• Greater use of adjuncts—retired or practicing school or district administrators |
| Clinical experience | • “Checklist approach” to completing required experiences  
• Passive, often “one-shot” experiences (e.g., shadowing, observing)  
• Disconnected from coursework  
• Supervision model  
• Limited supports | • Deliberate experiences to support growth in leadership competencies, personalized to meet candidate needs  
• Authentic experiences reflecting real work of principals on the ground  
• Aligned with course learning, applying theories and concepts in context  
• Leadership coaching model with greater opportunities for feedback and reflection  
• Additional supports (e.g., university-based clinical director, district-based coordinator) |
| Cohort | • Some full, closed cohort, some noncohort enrollment | • All programs had at least one full, closed cohort; no noncohort |
| Data use | • Lack of robust data on inputs and principal candidate outcomes | • Intention to systematically collect and use data to assess candidate progress and program quality |
their current position. One district leader remarked, “If you do a better job of recruiting those kinds of candidates, then as [they] move through the program, they come out with not only the knowledge, but they already have the fit.” Multiple programs also considered the diversity of their applicant pool, seeking to encourage educators from historically underrepresented populations to pursue jobs in school administration. For example, one program identified communities in which the leadership did not represent the diverse student and teacher population and aimed to market the preparation program especially in those communities.

Between 2019 and 2021, both UPPI programs and comparison programs increased the percentage of African American graduates (see Table 3). Because the recruitment and selection changes reported by UPPI programs may take several years to be visible in the graduating class, it is not clear yet whether efforts to improve the diversity of candidates is resulting in changes to the pool of graduates.

Programs reported a shift toward more performance-based tasks in the application and selection processes. These tasks were intended to assess applicants’ skills and readiness for a rigorous program, mirroring those that practicing principals require. In interviews, some UPPI programs described greater use of performance-based tasks in the application and selection processes. One program moved from only conducting interviews to asking applicants to perform tasks that reflect the real work of principals. Meanwhile, one program with many applicants pointed to a key challenge in managing the scope of a rigorous, per-

### TABLE 3

**Average Number of Graduates and Average Percentage of Graduates by Gender and Race/Ethnicity**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographics</th>
<th>2019 UPPI</th>
<th>2019 Comparison</th>
<th>2021 UPPI</th>
<th>2021 Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graduated (number)</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>32.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (percentage)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>64.4%</td>
<td>60.6%</td>
<td>53.0%</td>
<td>58.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>35.6%</td>
<td>39.4%</td>
<td>47.0%</td>
<td>41.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/ethnicity (percentage)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>29.4%</td>
<td>10.3%</td>
<td>33.2%</td>
<td>19.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
<td>3.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino/a</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
<td>10.1%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Islander</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>60.7%</td>
<td>75.3%</td>
<td>50.8%</td>
<td>42.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other race/ethnicity^a</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^a Numbers are not reported because of small sample size.
formance task–based selection process: “You want to make sure you get the information you need [to make the decisions] with the fewest questions or scenarios as possible. . . . But you want it to be rich data.” The program reported continuously revising and adjusting its application and selection process.

Altogether, the changes that UPPI sites made in their recruitment and selection processes appeared to align with the evidence base, which suggests treating the recruitment and selection processes as “essential qualities of program design, not incidental activities” (Darling-Hammond et al., 2007).

Universities improved program coherence by aligning curricula to frameworks and standards, sequencing the learning, and increasing practical learning experiences

At each UPPI site, the redesigned curriculum is grounded in an overarching program framework. All redesigned curricula are characterized by some combination of a more deliberate sequencing of courses to better scaffold learning, an intentional connection to clinical experiences, and greater alignment across the faculty teaching the courses. Altogether, these changes resulted in greater program coherence.

As part of the redesign, each site developed an overarching framework and used it to guide the redesign of the curriculum. The frameworks named the broad themes that recur throughout courses and experiences and provided sites with a set of beliefs and values around which to build their programs. Although each site developed its framework independently of other teams, there are notable similarities across the frameworks. Most UPPI programs centered equity within the framework. The notions of collaboration, relationship-building, and developing others were also featured in nearly all of the UPPI programs’ frameworks. Notably, the redesign seemed not to have changed the topics addressed in the curriculum. Rather, the major shift appeared to be in how UPPI programs called out the themes and organized or structured concepts and topics to engender greater program coherence.

All redesigned programs used a set course sequence to better support principal candidates’ learning. Programs also attended to course sequencing. Prior to UPPI, principal candidates in most programs could take the courses in any order, and course offerings might be driven by the needs and schedules of the faculty. By the end of the redesign process, all programs were using a curriculum with a deliberate course sequence. A curriculum with a set course sequence allowed programs to scaffold the content, which, in the words of one program, rendered the program “both additive and iterative.” Courses built on each other by requiring principal candidates to naturally progress in their understanding of concepts (e.g., introduction, development, mastery) or having candidates use the knowledge and skills they acquired in other courses or tasks throughout the program.

Universities aligned their instructional programs to national standards and state requirements. According to the 2021 INSPIRE Leadership survey, six of the seven redesigned UPPI programs were aligned to the current national leader standards, the Professional Stan-
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Standards for Education Leaders (National Policy Board for Educational Administration, 2015). The seventh UPPI program instead aligned to its state’s standards, because the state’s standards governed the accreditation process and the state had not adopted the national standards. Previously, programs had been aligned to an older set of leader standards. Moreover, programs in general and on the whole tended to align to the set of standards, but as part of UPPI, programs worked to ensure alignment to standards down to the level of course syllabi modules and assignments and assessments within courses. Programs also redesigned their curricula to better align with state requirements. For example, two universities aligned their programs to their state licensure assessments.

Most of the redesigned UPPI programs increased their use of interactive and experiential forms of pedagogy. Program leaders at most sites reported more frequently using experiential pedagogical strategies, including role-play, simulations, and case studies, to make learning more performance-based and therefore more rigorous and meaningful, compared with more-traditional activities, such as “sit and get lectures” or a “presentation on a reading” (see the box on NC State’s projects). This finding from interview data is confirmed by the results of the INSPIRE Leadership surveys, which show that UPPI programs appeared to emphasize experiential learning more in 2021 than in 2019. Over the same period, UPPI programs appeared to decrease their emphasis on lectures, unlike comparison programs. Although many of these changes were small and comparison programs appeared to move in the same direction for some types of instructional strategies, the consistency of the survey findings lends support to the interview findings.

Interview data also suggested a shift in program assessments toward experienced-based and cumulative assessments. This shift resulted in a process that program leaders described as more authentic, rigorous, and integrated because the assessments connected more deeply

---

NC State’s Developmental Projects Provide an Example of Collaborative, Action-Based Research

Working together in groups, NC State’s principal candidates must complete a set of developmental projects, requiring students to learn more about the developmentally appropriate practices necessary to lead schools at various levels, including the early childhood, elementary, middle school, and high school contexts. Principal residents investigate numerous aspects of their district’s programming for each developmental age group, including the supports available for parents, the involvement of community agencies, the curriculum scope and sequence, and academic programs used for the age group. After developing more knowledge about the physical, cognitive, and social and emotional development of the target age group, in an example of action research, principal residents conduct visits to schools. These visits involve classroom observations and interviews with a variety of stakeholders, including teachers, students, leaders, and community stakeholders. Finally, using all the information gathered, principal candidates reflect on the implications for their leadership practice.
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to principal candidates’ courses and required the application of knowledge accumulated across courses. As a result, assessments in the redesigned programs connected more clearly to what principals actually do. Most UPPI programs also used cumulative assessments, spanning multiple courses and requiring candidates to demonstrate knowledge and skills developed across courses. INSPIRE Leadership survey data do not show a clear trend in the nature of assessments, with increases in some, but not all, types of experiential assessments.

UPPI sites emphasized practical experience by changing the types of instructors they used in the program. UPPI sites as a whole moved toward greater involvement of faculty who were experienced in K–12 education and moved away from the use of tenured or tenure-track faculty as instructors (see Table 4). Although comparison programs also moved in that direction, they did not do so as dramatically. According to UPPI leads’ reports on the INSPIRE Leadership survey, three of the UPPI sites reduced their use of tenure-track faculty, while four programs increased their use of adjunct faculty, and three programs increased their use of clinical faculty.

On balance, the curriculum and instructional changes aligned with features identified by research as essential to effective PPPs: a coherent course of study aligned to national and/or state professional standards and district needs that integrates theory and practice through active learning and input from faculty with experience in school administration (see Darling-Hammond et al., 2007; González, Glasman, and Glasman, 2002; King, 2018; Murphy and Vriesenga, 2004; Orr, 2003).

Clinical experience became more authentic, intentional, and personalized

During the redesign, all programs increased their focus on the authenticity, intentionality, and personalized nature of the clinical component. These shifts reflected the programs’ and

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personnel</th>
<th>2019 UPPI</th>
<th>2019 Comparison</th>
<th>2021 UPPI</th>
<th>2021 Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjunct, part-time faculty and instructors</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full-time clinical faculty and instructors</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other practitioners</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenured or tenure-track faculty</td>
<td>59%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>44%</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: Because some courses might be taught by teams, percentages might total more than 100 percent.
partner districts’ realization that programs must produce graduates who are prepared to “hit the ground running on day one.”

**UPPI programs increased their focus on “authentic work” in both coursework and their internships.** To mirror the work done by principals, programs incorporated problem-based, hands-on assignments using actual school data. Stakeholders described the redesigned program experience as more “active,” “immersive,” “practical,” “real-world,” and “performance-based.” For example, instead of observing meetings, candidates had opportunities to participate on school or district committees, including being involved in teacher hiring and interviewing or instructional coaching. As another example, most programs required that candidates undertake a longer-term project meant to address a genuine need in the school. This typically began with collecting or accessing and analyzing existing data to conduct a needs assessment—a practice that sitting principals engage in. Working with their mentor principals, candidates had to develop a plan for improvement in an area of need, such as students’ social and emotional learning and mental health needs or analyzing the equity gap. Before the redesign, the clinical task might have ended there. After the redesign, to practice leading others and executing their vision, principals were to engage a team of school staff or facilitate PLCs to implement their plans.

**The clinical component became more intentional and consistent.** Some programs intentionally placed candidates in schools that were not their home schools to expose them to different contexts and leadership styles. One program required a full-time, funded internship, making it easy to place the candidate in a different school for the year. For programs that required part-time internships, the candidates typically remained in their home schools and carried out internship activities around their regular teaching requirements. In these cases, some programs provided alternative experiences by placing candidates in nonhome schools for summer internships and for shorter clinical activities that were embedded in courses.

Expectations and support for mentor principals became more intensive at most sites. Programs more explicitly articulated the requirements for being a mentor. For example, programs required mentors to allow candidates time off to engage in clinical experiences and provide access to school data and staff for candidates to perform authentic leadership activities. Mentors also were required to participate actively in regular meetings with the university-based supervisor and the candidate.

To ensure that coaches and mentors are of high quality, well-prepared, and aligned with the redesigned program vision, UPPI teams reported in their interviews that they made attendant changes. One program dissolved a partnership with its previous service provider, which the program regarded as lacking the capacity to shift from a supervisory to a coaching model and lacking rigor in selecting mentors. The program moved the responsibilities in-house, drawing on its vast network of alumni and district partners to recruit suitable coaches and mentors. Some programs formally trained their coaches and mentor principals to ensure alignment on coaching or mentoring approaches and protocols. Most programs also provided documentation and resources, such as handbooks and rubrics, to guide their work. In all, during redesign, programs strengthened their candidate support systems for the clinical
component. Despite this documented increase in mentor training, the INSPIRE Leadership survey data suggest that, on average, both UPPI and comparison programs reported stronger agreement with statements about the availability of mentor training near the beginning of the redesign period than near the end.

To improve consistency in the clinical component, candidates were given similar opportunities to have leadership experiences. Before the UPPI, it was typical for candidates to have different clinical experiences based on the placement context and what mentor principals offered. Redesigned programs typically required a common set of experiences, such as equity or school climate audits, thus ensuring that all candidates had access to critical learning opportunities.

At the same time, UPPI programs found ways to personalize clinical experiences. While redesigned programs required a standard set of experiences, they also personalized some experiences. Clinical instructors, supervisors, and coaches proposed specific experiences for candidates based on data collected during the candidate application and selection process, personalized professional growth plans, and conversation with candidates. For example, one candidate explained,

Instructionally, I am a . . . strong candidate. Behaviorally, social-emotionally, management of people is where I need more growth. And so [for] personalized field experiences, I have gravitated towards experiences [around] building relationships, interacting with teachers, [and] partnering with the community because I need more experience in them . . . We are assigned an in-school mentor that we can confer with and brainstorm possible options. And then within a couple weeks of the semester, we turn in ideas and ask questions. Our professors give us feedback on things they think . . . we might need more experience with.

Programs also personalized clinical experience by restructuring, strengthening, and expanding the candidate support system. Prior to redesign, candidates in most programs had access to university faculty and a school- or district-based mentor. Two redesigned programs added a formal clinical supervisor or director and/or coordinator, and two programs added a district-based cohort coordinator. All but one program had a university- or district-based clinical coach. The clinical coach’s enhanced role shifted from mainly compliance monitoring to supporting candidates’ individual development. Some university-based UPPI leads reported that they established a low ratio of candidates to clinical coaches—about one coach for two to six candidates—to ensure frequent touchpoints, enable relationship-building, and facilitate substantive coaching conversations. ASU offers an example of how programs bolstered candidate support at the clinical stage (see the box).

The clinical component of the redesigned programs also aligned with evidence-based features of successful PPPs. The redesigned programs’ clinical experience provided opportunities for participants to engage in authentic leadership activities that connected with course content and to obtain constructive feedback from effective principals (see Darling-Hammond et al., 2007; Anderson and Reynolds, 2015; Davis et al., 2005; Fry, Bottoms, and O’Neill, 2005; Kolb and Boyatzis, 2001; and Orr, 2006).
UPPI programs strengthened the use of cohorts

Although UPPI programs had experience with the cohort model prior to the redesign, they deepened their use of cohorts. Initially, some programs offered noncohort options, in which candidates entered the program individually at any point in the program cycle. Some programs offered de facto cohorts, in which individual applicants from multiple districts entered the program at the same time and progressed more or less through the same courses. And five programs offered at least one full and closed cohort, in which candidates from partner districts entered the program together and progressed together. By the end of the study period, all UPPI programs were using the full cohort model.

ASU’s Redesigned Clinical Component Is Characterized by Increased Candidate Support

Prior to redesign, ASU candidates fulfilling clinical requirements were largely supervised by a university-based research faculty member, who also evaluated candidates’ performance, and an on-site mentor principal. Each faculty member supervised up to ten candidates, visiting each candidate on site about three times per year to observe, provide feedback, and touch base.

Post-redesign, each ASU candidate had the support of a full Leadership Candidate Support Team, which is composed of the on-site mentor, ASU leadership coach, and ASU clinical director. According to the Leadership Candidate Support Team Guide, this team

- meets at least two times each semester
- creates performance tasks to ensure that the clinical work is aligned with the Georgia Educational Leadership Standards
- examines the work of the candidate collected in a portfolio to provide feedback to support growth
- evaluates the progress of the candidate and establishes areas that need to be addressed,
- determines whether the candidate has completed the requirements of the clinical work satisfactorily and makes recommendations for additional work, if necessary.

The leadership coach and clinical director roles are new. In its inaugural job posting, ASU described the clinical director as “the direct supervisor of leadership coaches.” In addition, “the Director coordinates with faculty, leader coaches, partner school districts, and candidate mentors to assure all components of clinical practice are planned, coordinated, implemented, evaluated, and revised as needed to provide the highest quality clinical experiences for candidates.” Meanwhile, leadership coaches “receive training on the use of performance assessment data (qualitative and quantitative) and provide specific feedback that will assist candidates in meeting performance criteria. Leadership coaches aid in the application of theory to practice through leadership work that closely aligns to [state educational leadership standards].” Leadership coaches and on-site mentors directly support candidates’ individual growth by developing learning experiences that address their areas of growth as identified by a leadership skills survey.
The cohort structure supported the coherence of the program and, in turn, helped candidates succeed on milestone and anchor assessments and possibly will help them in their future roles as school leaders. Instructors noted that, because of the cohort structure and principal candidates’ progression through a given sequence of courses, they could be more intentional in their instruction. Specifically, they could draw and build on what candidates had learned in preceding courses, make connections to pressing topics across concurrent courses, and set up lines of inquiry to build toward later courses. One instructor suggested that instructors could engage candidates in richer discussions in the cohort model because candidates could examine, reflect on, and build on shared experiences.

The cohort model also helps candidates develop a peer support network to sustain them beyond the program. In the words of one candidate, the cohort model “created a leadership community from which I draw frequently.” Cohort members tended to work with each other, create study groups, and help each other troubleshoot problems they encountered in their (teaching) roles or in their clinical placement.

What did it take for programs to collaboratively redesign?

Prior research highlights features of effective partnerships, such as developing a common vision and a joint agenda and focusing on the client’s needs (Anderson and Reynolds, 2015; King, 2018). In this section, we explore the nature of the UPPI partners’ collaboration.

Collaborative partners played an active role at all stages of the redesign process

Stakeholder partners actively engaged in the redesign. Table 5 summarizes the primary roles each partner organization played at each site during the redesign process. Across sites, the university led the overall initiative. The university engaged both senior leadership and faculty in the redesign process. Typically, the university-based UPPI lead, who most often was the director of the preparation program, conducted the UPPI leadership group (steering groups). Each program steering group comprised leaders from each partner organization (university, district or consortium, state, and mentor program). These groups typically met for progress updates, developed a larger vision, and worked on the strategy of redesign. The university also led smaller working groups, typically involving faculty and district leadership, on redesign tasks. Regular meetings and communication helped maintain partner engagement and continuity in the redesign process. Partners credited regular meetings as the drivers for their engagement.

District partner roles varied across sites. Typically, an assistant superintendent or department leader served on steering and working groups. Leader tracking system (LTS) development was the responsibility of the districts according to the initial work scope, and, in most teams, the district partners did lead the LTS development (see the LTS box). District partners did not lead program redesign tasks, but most played an active role in recruitment and selec-
TABLE 5
UPPI Partner Organization Roles During Program Redesign

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University Roles</th>
<th>District Roles</th>
<th>State Roles</th>
<th>Mentor Program Roles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Responsible for keeping overall redesign on track (all teams)</td>
<td>• Served on steering groups (all teams)</td>
<td>• Served on steering groups (all teams)</td>
<td>• Served in both strategic and operational roles (most teams)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Led steering groups (all)</td>
<td>• Served on working groups as an equal contributor (most)</td>
<td>• Convened programs (all)</td>
<td>• Served as consultants or technical assistance providers (most)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Led working groups, with the exception of the leader tracking system LTS (all)</td>
<td>• Led LTS development (most)</td>
<td>• Served on working groups (some)</td>
<td>• Served on working groups as a member of the redesign team (most)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Served on multiple working groups (e.g., curriculum, internship, LTS) (some)</td>
<td>• Provided state expertise (some)</td>
<td>• Shared tools and strategies on the redesign process (most)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Served on only LTS working group (some)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Communicated and collaborated with districts directly (most)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Served on working groups primarily to provide input and district perspective on the university’s work on redesign (some)</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Served on steering or working groups as facilitators (some)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Leader Tracking Systems

An LTS is “a database with longitudinal information about current and aspiring principals that would potentially support data-driven decisionmaking regarding principal selection, hiring, and support” (Kaufman et al., 2017, p. 5). In UPPI, districts are to lead the development of such a system, which would interface with the data system at the university to provide the preparation program with data on program graduates’ performance, including placement rates. Developing an LTS requires districts “to identify all the relevant data sources regarding current and aspiring principals (typically housed in different district offices across the district); address issues with data quality, including critical gaps in the data; compile the data into a usable, longitudinal format; and develop user-friendly systems through which district personnel could access information that would meet their most-pressing needs” (Kaufman et al., 2017, p. 5; for more on LTS, see Anderson, Turnbull, and Arcaira, 2017; and Gill, 2016).
tion, curriculum, and clinical redesign. For some teams, tasks, and phases in the work, dis-

trict partners had a more receptive role, such as providing feedback on the curricula drafted 
by the university or attending meetings for the purposes of staying updated with the work 
the university had done. State partners frequently served on the steering and working groups 
and strategized about program approval processes and similar questions. They also were 
responsible for convening programs and sometimes districts to learn from the UPPI experi-

dences. Mentor programs served a variety of roles, depending on the needs of the program. We 
describe these in the next section.

UPPI team members reported that having a committed team dedicated to the mission 
was a major driver of the work. The university-based UPPI leads used a combination of 
pushing and enabling to maximize partners’ engagement in the redesign process. For exam-
ple, the UPPI lead or another program leader pushed for active participation in regular meet-
ings and held partners accountable for timelines and deliverables. UPPI leads also acted as 
facilitators, creating opportunities for engagement (e.g., inviting faculty to professional learn-
ing community convenings) and rallying the team around a common vision. To build com-
mitment, leaders highlighted external recognition of the work and found such opportunities 
as hearing from renowned educators to pique enthusiasm.

Program self-assessments and the development of logic models or 
frameworks helped the teams work together and kept the redesign 
process on track

The QM process helped programs identify gaps and track progress in addressing the gaps. 
QM is a program self-assessment tool and process, based on Darling-Hammond et al.’s (2007) 
research on exemplary principal preparation practices (Education Development Center, 
2018). QM is designed to help PPP leaders and others assess pre-service PPP quality on six 
domains: candidate admissions, course content, pedagogy-andragogy, clinical practice, per-
formance assessment, and graduate outcomes.

UPPI programs participated in as many as four iterations of QM: (1) as part of the ini-
tial application; (2) in 2016, at the outset of the effort, to identify areas for development and 
establish a habit of using evidence to shape redesign; (3) in 2018, partly to pilot changes to the 
instrument; and (4) in 2021, near the end of UPPI, to assess progress. Programs involved their 
district and state partners and sometimes their mentor programs in the process. Programs 
struggled with the first iteration or two, in part because they did not typically have the data— 
such as changes in student outcomes associated with the program graduates—to document 
their progress. By the 2021 iteration, programs were universally enthusiastic about QM. Pro-
grams appreciated the encouragement to document their assumptions about the program, 
the conceptualization of program design features, and the visible progress seen in the 2021 
iteration compared with earlier rounds.

A series of activities and tools, including theories of action, leader standards, and logic 
models for the redesign process, coordinated by The Wallace Foundation in the first few
years of the effort, helped each team build and revise their frameworks. Four years later, the UPPI teams reiterated the importance of having some tool—logic model, theory of action, or conceptual framework—to develop and communicate the essential ideas of the redesigned program (see the box for an example).

Mentor programs supported UPPI redesign, with the specific role shaped by the needs of the university and its stage in the redesign process. Mentor programs played a variety of roles, as peers on the redesign team, facilitators to support the university-based UPPI lead, technical assistance providers, thought partners, or network brokers. Mentor programs’ work shifted over time, in terms of both the focus and the scope of the work. For example, a mentor program that had served largely as a thought partner during the redesign for one site took on the consultant or trainer role, leading PD for the instructors, in summer 2018 as the program prepared for implementation. Another natural juncture was after the launch of the redesigned program. At one site, by spring 2020, the mentor program transitioned from supporting program implementation to helping the university support other programs in the state to engage in redesign. At some sites, mentor programs’ work decreased over time.

There was no single way to sequence the redesign work
UPPI programs were tasked with redesigning the application and selection process, curriculum and instruction, and clinical experiences, as well as with building LTSs to track results for program improvement. Teams reported that the three program components were interrelated, and they often worked concurrently on redesigning multiple components. For example, ASU worked on all three components and the LTS in 2018. FAU, on the other hand, focused on curriculum and instruction before turning to clinical experiences. University-based UPPI
leaders explained these decisions, saying either that components were interrelated (e.g., curriculum and clinical experience) or that they had already begun redesigning some components and wanted to complete the work. Moreover, UPPI design principles—using data and engaging district and state partners in shaping the program—meant that even when a program component was being used with a cohort, the team was continuously improving it.

As reported in Wang et al. (2018), teams began the redesign by focusing on curriculum, either alone or with a second component; however, they might have launched the redesigned components in a different order. Five teams piloted or fully implemented their new curriculum first. Another launched the clinical component first, and another the LTS. Redesigned recruitment and selection processes were implemented alongside curriculum or as the next step for four of the programs. Redesigned clinical practices tended to follow the other components, and the LTSs were launched last for all but one site. By the end of 2018, most programs had at least piloted one component, and three programs had piloted or fully launched all components.

The LTSs were developed separately from the program components. In addition to redesigning the program itself, UPPI sites committed to creating an LTS to support continuous program improvement. UPPI teams designed their LTSs to support district decisions related to PD, evaluation, long-term principal pathway planning, and assistant principal and principal placement (see Table 6). UPPI LTSs incorporated information on school-level achievement, prior training, and preparation program assessments, and on such individuals as sitting and prospective principals. By spring 2021, UPPI partners had begun or completed the development of 14 district-based LTSs, three university-based LTSs, and one state-based LTS. Five of the district-based LTSs were operational.

At least one district, program, or state has used its LTS for each of those functions. For example, some district LTSs had a school profile with data on the districts’ schools to guide principal hiring and placement. District leaders felt that their LTSs would help them match leaders’ characteristics, skills, and histories to the needs of the schools.

Although each function listed in Table 6 was used by at least one LTS, widespread use of the LTSs was limited as of spring 2021, when we last collected data. Some LTSs had not yet been launched, and, for most LTSs, not enough graduates had been placed in school leadership positions for the data to be useful for program planning.

The partnerships evolved to support continued implementation

When the programs shifted to implementation and continuous improvement, there was less need for working groups. After the redesigned programs were launched, most teams reduced the number of formal, cross-team meetings to once or twice per month. By the end of the redesign, routines had been established, formal and informal channels of communication were open, and patterns of meetings had been established, so there was little additional effort needed to continue the relationship.
UPPI teams stressed the importance of having instructors with a deep understanding of and commitment to the program in place prior to implementation. Most universities engaged instructors who had participated in the redesign process to build that commitment. In addition, at least one program engaged in deliberate implementation planning, which included training and acculturating instructors.

The redesigned programs incorporated features to promote strong implementation, such as cohort directors, coordination meetings between instructors, and debriefs of staff and candidates. Across sites, these features varied in formality; some undertook more-formal processes (e.g., training for adjuncts, observing classes, or examining work samples submitted by candidates as part of their coursework), while some opted for more-informal processes (e.g., greater opportunities for collaboration and conversation).

University-based program coordinators or cohort directors facilitated program implementation, especially for clinical elements. However, university staffing policies can make it difficult to establish these nontraditional roles and sometimes require program leaders to negotiate terms of employment with university administrators. Another strategy that helped support strong program implementation and maintain partnerships was hiring a liaison to connect the university and district.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Data</th>
<th>Preparation Program Continuous Improvement</th>
<th>Applicant and Candidate Support</th>
<th>Hiring and Placing School Leaders</th>
<th>Leadership Development</th>
<th>Leadership Pipeline Planning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>School demographics</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School performance</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educator background</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate placement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation program assessments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State licensure assessments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation program</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leader standards</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Continuous improvement was built into the redesign and implementation processes

All sites recognized the importance of continuously improving their redesigned program and that redesign was not a “once-and-done” process. UPPI LTSs were being designed to help programs use data for improvement, and some had already begun the practice at the end of the study period. Programs also committed to intentionally collecting multiple forms of data from a variety of stakeholders, including annual principal candidate surveys, end-of-semester candidate focus groups, candidate work products, faculty focus groups, and district partners’ feedback. Information used and collected for continuous improvement has helped improve the sequencing of courses and helped reduce redundancies in the curriculum.

Teams took steps to institutionalize the redesign features and the partnership and process of continuous improvement

UPPI teams used documentation, funding from their universities for additional program positions, and shifts in culture to shared leadership and responsibility for curriculum to sustain the redesigned program. Teams used advisory groups and within-program processes, such as having staff lead regular data analysis and improvement activities, to institutionalize the improvement process.

Program redesign and implementation reflected evidence-based practice

Many elements of the redesign process, such as establishing clear partner roles, bringing decisionmakers to the table, and sharing leadership roles, reflect best practices in management (King, 2018). The communication tools, strategies, and protocols that UPPI teams used, such as having regularly scheduled meetings and documenting and disseminating minutes and decisions, are also consistent with prior research on effective management practices (King, 2018).

How did partners extend the strategies developed in the UPPI testbeds?

Lessons from the program redesign efforts undertaken by the UPPI programs and their partners extended through the respective state principal preparation systems. There were three main ways by which the program redesign efforts were extended: expanding the UPPI partnership to new districts; applying lessons learned to other stages of the pathway to the principalship; and informing the work of other programs and districts in the state principal preparation system.
Universities expanded the redesigned programs to include partnerships with additional districts

Universities scaled their redesigned programs by offering partnership opportunities to districts beyond their original partner districts. Engagement with additional districts allowed universities to expand their reach. For districts, partnership opportunities addressed a need for principal preparation that was not being met by existing interactions with pre-service providers. The structure and scope of these expanded partnerships differed across sites. One way in which the UPPI programs engaged with new district partners was to branch out from an initial, discrete initiative. The Long Beach school district initially reached out to SDSU to develop a certificate program for district administrators who supervise principals. The partnership between Long Beach and SDSU evolved into a more formal partnership; as of this writing, SDSU offers a principal preparation credential program cohort for Long Beach candidates modeled on the UPPI redesigned program.

UPPI program redesigns extended changes along the pathway to the principalship

UPPI programs and their partners took lessons from the UPPI program redesign and applied them in other parts of the pathway to the principalship. District leaders, in particular, remarked on the value of improving the full principal pathway for their long-term leadership planning. We observed efforts by most UPPI sites to develop new partnership-oriented learning opportunities targeting the needs of aspiring or practicing leaders. Some programs targeted teachers who wanted to develop leadership skills but did not want to be administrators. Others developed principal supervisor programs and “bridge” programs, which were designed to support the continuous learning of graduates until they obtained an administrative position. These new PD opportunities promoted substantive coherence across the pathway, as universities carried over what they learned from UPPI and/or as districts shared lessons learned with district staff. This work also extended the emphasis on a partnership approach to professional learning as the programs collaborated with district officials on the design and implementation of these programs. In some cases, the effort resulted in a new formal program that had not existed prior to UPPI.

The examples described in Table 7 also highlight ways in which lessons from UPPI spread within districts. UPPI district partner leads worked with other district staff to apply lessons learned to other stages of the pathway, including the supports that principals receive once they are on the job. The box describes the example of a Virginia district that leveraged its partnership with VSU to build out formal, district-centered PD courses to support the entire pathway to the principalship from teacher leaders to principal supervisors.
### TABLE 7
Examples of How Other Programs and Their Partners Applied Lessons from UPPI to Other Stages of the Pathway to the Principalship

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University</th>
<th>Activities Targeting Other Stages of the Pathway to the Principalship</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASU</td>
<td>• Program redesigned Tier I program (for aspiring teacher leaders and assistant principals) to align with principles of the Tier II program redesigned under UPPI.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| FAU        | • Program used UPPI resources to develop an assessment for use in the second phase of school leader preparation, which is provided by districts in the state of Florida.  
  • Program developed an executive leadership development series for leaders in one partner district.  
  • Program interested in developing Ph.D. program in school leadership. |
| NC State   | • Some partner districts developed district-run assistant principal and principal academies, which shared tenets of the redesigned UPPI program, such as social justice, equity, succession planning, cross-training, and understanding the capacity of staff.  
  • Program interested in establishing a version of Northeast Leadership Academy Ed.D. program. |
| SDSU       | • Program, in collaboration with partner and other districts, and with state support, developed a bridge program to support ongoing leadership development for recent program graduates who had not yet secured an administrative position. The program leveraged pedagogical strategies (e.g., learning walks) from the UPPI redesign.  
  • Program used the revised curriculum as a base from which to develop a separate, new master’s program for teacher leaders, targeting those who wanted to remain in the classroom but serve in leadership roles.  
  • Program, working in partnership with a non-UPPI school district, developed a program to train principal supervisors to support principal professional learning and a doctoral program to prepare equity-driven leaders for the district.  
  • One partner district made extensive revisions to district leader standards, principal and AP evaluation, and job descriptions to align with the UPPI program’s vision of equity-driven leadership. |
| UCONN      | • Program developed training for district administrators who supervise clinical internships and support new administrators. The training is grounded in equity-driven leadership, which was a key tenet in the redesigned curriculum.  
  • One partner district is interested in having the UPPI program work with its leadership coaches in the district.  
  • One partner district is embedding an equity lens in its approach to teacher preparation. |
| VSU        | • Program collaborated with a partner district to develop an aspiring leader academy and training for principal supervisors.  
  • Program shared lessons about the above collaboration at region-wide professional learning community convenings addressing principal pre-service, principal PD, and principal supervisor support, thereby extending lessons across the entire region.  
  • Partner district created aspiring principal academy and principal supervisor academy inspired by UPPI efforts. |
| WKU        | • Program coordinated with teacher education program to think about the continuum from initial educator preparation to advanced administration preparation, with a specific focus on equity, diversity, inclusion, and social justice, which are key concepts in redesigned UPPI programs. |
Henrico County Public Schools Built Out Professional Development Courses to Support Growth Along Every Step of its Leadership Pathway

Henrico County Public Schools, in Virginia, credits UPPI for improving every step of its principal pathway:

I would say, it’s all under one umbrella, but it was the development of a true, sustainable leadership development program in Henrico County. Beginning with teachers who aspire to be leaders, and now culminating [in] actually providing professional learning for our principal supervisors. So we have hit every level in preparation and building a true succession and pipeline in . . . four to five years.

Henrico built year-long PD courses, as follows:

- Aspiring Leader Academy for potential leaders, which was first offered within the district in 2016–2017, and which is anticipated to scale beyond the district through the region
- Assistant Principal Learning Series, first piloted in 2018–2019
- Principal Supervisor Academy, developed by Henrico, The Wallace Foundation, and the Center for Creative Leadership, which was initially offered to districts near Henrico because of the COVID-19 pandemic (2020–2021) and planned to be statewide in 2021–2022.

For sitting principals, Henrico shifted from its traditional PD to a district-wide Learning and Leading Conference for principals and some teachers, first offered in 2018–2019.

According to the district leader, the UPPI work raised the visibility of school leadership in the district and created a window of opportunity where district leadership supported PD. UPPI funding supported the development of the academies, and guidance from a UPPI mentor program informed the design. Some of the topics addressed in the PD—such as leadership dispositions and equity—reflect VSU and partner district priorities discussed during the redesign. And at least one opportunity—the Learning and Leading Conference—paired a district leader with a sitting principal for each learning strand to incorporate both policy and practice.

UPPI approaches informed programs across the state preparation system

Lessons from UPPI also spread as initiative participants shared their experiences and approaches with other programs and districts. Some of the sharing was structured and facilitated by a state agency or nonprofit organization within the state. There was also considerable informal, organic sharing among programs, among districts, and between programs and districts. State leaders originally engaged in UPPI to improve principal preparation statewide, and the spread to other programs and state policy might be a step in that direction.
State partner leads supported the spread of insights from UPPI program redesign across the state. They actively highlighted the lessons of the UPPI programs in convenings and online forums. They sometimes encouraged and offered tangible supports to other programs. For example, in California, where a major change to the statewide administrator performance assessment was rolled out during the UPPI, SDSU was invited by the state’s professional standards board (its state partner) to share insights about program redesign and expertise around specific topics, such as teaching candidates how to reflect on their practice or addressing antiblackness within PPPs. Such sharing occurred during large statewide convenings and regular virtual office hours. In this case, the UPPI redesign was consistent with the direction of the state assessment and could contribute to the spread of their common approach.

The Connecticut State Department of Education (CSDE) was actively involved in disseminating the lessons from UPPI to other programs. For example, the state not only informed PPPs about QM but also encouraged programs to use the tool and offered to facilitate its use. Three programs participated in the state-facilitated QM and are reported to be revising their programs as a result. CSDE has also embedded equity concepts into the resources and PD that it is providing to programs and districts. The UPPI work surfaced these equity concepts, shifting conversations in the state around equity.

**UPPI states continued to improve principal preparation policy** throughout the UPPI grant period and made notable changes in the last year of the initiative (i.e., 2020–2021). Although changes are concurrent with UPPI, they cannot be attributable to the initiative. Gates et al. (2020) provides an overview of state policy changes that took place in UPPI states between 2016 and 2019. State-level actors promoted improvements in the principalship by using seven common policy levers to influence PPPs and districts: standards, recruitment of aspiring leaders, licensure, program approval and oversight, evaluation, PD, and LTSs. Four of these levers—standards, licensure, program approval and oversight, and PD—were most commonly used by UPPI states. In addition, we found that these policy levers were interconnected, and states can heighten the effectiveness of a proposed policy change by leveraging its connections to other policy levers, such as tying changes in standards to changes in program approval, licensure, or evaluation. State officials recognized that changes in their leadership standards would trigger changes in other policy levers.

**UPPI states used a variety of policy levers to promote principal quality.** State policy organizations have an array of levers in their toolboxes to promote principal quality: establishing leadership standards, licensing individuals to be employed as public school principals, approving programs that prepare aspiring principals, supporting the recruitment of high-quality candidates, guiding PD and evaluation of sitting principals, establishing requirements for principal evaluation, and facilitating communication and engagement of players across the system (Augustine et al., 2009; Manna, 2015). Between 2016 and 2021, UPPI states made most active use of four of the policy levers: leadership standards, principal licensure, program approval and oversight, and PD (Gates, Herman, and Wang, forthcoming; Gates et al., 2020). No single model
of policy change dominated; states led in different ways depending on their unique context, needs, and opportunities.

Licensure was an active area for policy change in UPPI states. Some states revised their pathways to the principalship, and most adopted new licensure assessments, particularly toward performance-based assessments. Again, although involvement in UPPI might have elevated principal quality as an agenda item at the state level, these specific changes might not be directly attributable to UPPI. State officials in Kentucky and North Carolina developed tools to help such stakeholders as PPPs and district-based principal supervisors apply the state’s updated standards for professional learning or evaluation purposes. For example, Kentucky created a guidance document with a rubric for assessing each of the standards.

As described by Gates et al. (2020), states use mandates or requirements to influence principal quality, but they typically use these with restraint and couple them with supports. The use of the state policy levers is perceived as most favorable when the requirements are evidence-based, when the state provides support to programs and districts to meet the requirements, and when there is oversight and accountability regarding the requirements. States recognized that they could drive meaningful policy change by supporting districts and programs.

Challenges and mitigating strategies

UPPI teams navigated some challenges that affected or could have affected the program redesign. In the following sections, we highlight some challenges and strategies related to program change, the change process, and sharing strategies.

Some faculty were reluctant to share ownership of their courses or shift courses from a theoretical to a more practical orientation

Most programs reported that some faculty members were reluctant to share ownership of program courses. Faculty were accustomed to developing and teaching their courses based on their individual expertise. In the paradigm of the redesigned program, however, multiple instructors collaboratively designed a course in line with the program vision and candidates’ needs. In any given semester, different instructors could teach a given course. Program content and implementation were shared and consistent across course sessions to ensure that all candidates accessed the core curriculum. Some faculty felt that this approach impinged on their intellectual autonomy. Some were hesitant to de-emphasize theory in favor of a more practice-focused approach in the courses. UPPI addressed these concerns with such strategies as engaging faculty in constructing the redesigned curriculum or providing professional learning experiences to help them reorient their thinking around program goals. Some programs instead shifted instruction responsibilities from tenure-track, research-focused faculty to adjuncts with more-recent practical experience and less ownership of course content.
In these cases, tenure-track faculty were reassigned to teach in other master’s level or Ph.D. programs.

The most mentioned challenge across teams, roles, and stages of development was time to carry out the redesign work

UPPI partners noted that engaging in substantive continuous improvement takes time—time that was well spent, but hard to find. They often reported time constraints, such as competing priorities and finding common times to meet with partners, that made it difficult to work on redesign. The challenge was especially acute for small organizations, where each person had multiple roles; however, larger organizations also noted this challenge. Universities and school districts operate under different time parameters. One university representative, for example, talked about the difficulty of getting district partners together for meetings because their schedules are dynamic and things often come up at the last minute. Several universities used grant funds to buy out time, giving faculty more opportunities to work on UPPI. This was especially useful early in the redesign to provide time for curriculum development. Other universities met virtually or on evenings and weekends to accommodate scheduling conflicts. Some districts also mentioned the importance of embedding this work in district strategic plans.

Turnover at all levels—university, district, and state—threatened partnerships and support for redesigned programs

Teams experienced turnover at all levels of the partnership, including university project managers and faculty, district leaders, state partner leads, and state policymakers. Because the programs are at the focal point of the initiative, university partner turnover was the most crippling. Teams needed to onboard someone new, build new relationships, and align priorities. Teams developed strategies to ease turnover transitions. Most of these strategies were preemptive, including creating redundant staffing, documentation, and cross-training.

Expanding partnerships can be challenging, which highlights the need to develop relationships between faculty and district staff

Although all universities were able to build one or more new partnerships in addition to their original district partners, not all prospective partnerships took root. Original district partners worked alongside the university in redesigning the program. In most cases, that process built lasting partnerships and contributed to a program design that matched the districts’ needs. Districts that joined the program after the redesign—and districts that sent candidates without a partnership in place—had less opportunity to work with the university and shape the program.

One way to ensure good relationships with partners is for the university to select partners with which it already has strong, long-standing relationships. One UPPI lead indicated that
their program provided PD for expansion districts for years and had strong relationships with district leaders there: “That’s why we chose those places, because we’re credible there.” When embarking on new relationships, university-based UPPI leads emphasized the importance of building trust and credibility with district leadership—a process that can take time and patience. UPPI leads also suggested being deliberate about potential partners. Districts dealing with internal crises and turnover might be less able to focus on building and sustaining a long-term partnership.

Summary and conclusion

Our study illustrates that it is feasible for universities—in partnership with high-need districts, state agencies, and with the support of mentor programs that have engaged in successful redesign—to improve PPPs to reflect the best available evidence.

UPPI required collaborative partnerships among multiple organizations, all of which had a stake in developing strong principals. Implicit in this approach was a recognition that the pathway to the principalship is not defined by the PPP alone but rather is part of a system that includes districts and state actors.

Under UPPI, each team developed a clear and ambitious vision for its program. Overall, the changes that the teams enacted ensured that the programs were more rigorous, coherent, and authentically connected to the work of on-the-ground school leaders. Throughout the initiative, the teams balanced common objectives and structure with flexibility for their specific context and changing conditions.

The study also suggests that lessons from UPPI can extend to other districts and states:

- Universities scaled their redesigned programs by offering partnership opportunities to additional districts beyond their original partners.
- State partner leads supported the spread of insights from UPPI program redesign to other districts and across the states. They sometimes encouraged and offered tangible supports to other programs.
- Initiative participants shared their experiences and approaches with other programs and districts. Some of the sharing was structured and facilitated by a state agency or nonprofit organization within the state. There was also considerable informal, organic sharing among programs, among districts, and between programs and districts.

In sum, this analysis provides an example—although not a blueprint—for how to engage in PPP redesign through a collaborative approach.
Abbreviations

ASU  Albany State University
COVID-19  coronavirus disease 2019
FAU  Florida Atlantic University
INSPIRE  Initiative for Systemic Program Improvement through Research in Educational (Leadership surveys)
K–12  kindergarten through 12th grade
LTS  Leader Tracking System
NC State  North Carolina State University
PD  professional development
PLC  professional learning community
PPP  principal preparation program
QM  Quality Measures
SDSU  San Diego State University
UCONN  University of Connecticut
UPPI  University Principal Preparation Initiative
VSU  Virginia State University
WKU  Western Kentucky University
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The job of the school principal has become much more complex and demanding over the past several decades. Many university-based principal preparation programs—which prepare the majority of school principals—have struggled with how to make the fundamental changes needed to prepare principals for today’s schools. To test a path forward, The Wallace Foundation provided grants to seven universities and their partners to redesign their principal preparation programs in line with research-supported practices. This report shares findings from the RAND Corporation’s five-year study of The Wallace Foundation’s University Principal Preparation Initiative (UPPI).

Under UPPI, each team developed a clear and ambitious vision for its program. Overall, the changes the teams enacted ensured that the programs were more rigorous, coherent, and authentically connected to the work of on-the-ground school leaders. Throughout the initiative, the teams balanced common objectives and structure with flexibility for their specific context and changing conditions.

This report illustrates that it is feasible for universities—in partnership with high-need districts, state agencies, and with the support of mentor programs that have engaged in successful redesign—to improve principal preparation programs to reflect the best available evidence.